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In an era of cloud computing, big data, mobility and IoT (Internet of Things), data center infrastructure is being 

driven to ever higher levels of performance, while simultaneously delivering flexibility and agility to application and 

service teams. At the same time, the risk of advanced threats and data breaches necessitates tighter protection 

that can keep up with the larger volumes of data and traffic without slowing down the business.

Organizations increasingly need to consider orchestrating a mix of both high-performance data center appliances 

for securing traditional north-south traffic together with agile virtual security approaches for logical and dynamic 

east-west traffic. The attached enterprise survey results and analysis from Infonetics Research predicts how 

quickly key technologies such as 100G Ethernet, multi-hundred Gbps throughout, and integration with proprietary 

and standards-based SDN controllers will reach mainstream enterprise adoption.

www.fortinet.com/solutions/data-center-firewalls.html
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TOP TAKEAWAYS 

The battle for data center security domination is raging in 2015, particularly at the high end of the appliance 
market. 2014 brought major market share changes (excellent performance for Palo Alto and Fortinet), and many 
buyers are evaluating vendors old and new based on the following criteria: 

● Vendors have the interfaces and performance (connection and throughput) buyers require today; buyers 
will jump ship in 2015 if they believe security infrastructure will hamstring their high performance data 
center—25G ports in particular will quickly be a key offering for the data center looking at 2016 and 
beyond 

● Performance increases don’t come at the expense of security efficacy and management/policy tools; 
accessing real-time threat data tops the list of new investment drivers 

● Solutions are cost competitive today and offer an attractive upgrade path, including the ability to increase 
performance via software and/or hardware upgrades and add new protection mechanisms 

● Vendors have a compelling roadmap for virtualization and SDN with concrete plans for products in 
mid/late 2015 and have something available today to show as a proof of concept with a variety of 
hypervisor and SDN controller platforms 

INTRODUCTION 

Market Background 

Media coverage of threat events is unrelenting; ever-industrious hackers are churning out unprecedented 
volumes of spam and malware and launching massive DDoS attacks aimed directly at data centers every day 
(there were more than 20 documented DDoS attacks of over 300G in 2014). The disclosures about the NSA 
stealing data from prominent data centers has caused a new wave of data center security panic, forcing everyone 
operating a data center to feverishly shore up their networks and systems. 

So what do end-users—companies in the process of building or upgrading their data centers today—think of the 
security problems they face? We conducted this survey to answer key questions about buyers’ plans for security 
in their data centers. 

Methodology and Demographics Overview 

Using a panel of qualified IT decision-makers, we conducted a web survey in March 2015 with 137 medium and 
large organizations (over 500 employees) that operate their own data centers, defined as a facility in a single 
building connected to telecommunications facilities used to house local network connected servers (computer 
systems) and storage systems; this generally includes SANs, redundant or backup power supplies, redundant 
telecommunications connections, environmental controls (e.g., air conditioning and fire suppression), and security 
devices. 
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To qualify, respondents had to have detailed knowledge of the security solutions deployed in their data centers 
and have influence over purchase decisions for those solutions. All respondents are either primary decision-
makers or have a lot of influence. 

DRIVERS 

Respondents are wrestling with a variety of problems when they make new investments in security for data 
centers. In the past few years, providing security for virtualized servers topped the list, but there’s been a 
changing of the guard this year: on top in 2015 are solutions that leverage real-time threat intelligence and can 
inspect encrypted traffic. 

Respondents rated the importance of various drivers in the decision to purchase new security solutions for their 
data centers on a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 means not a driver, 4 means somewhat of a driver, and 7 means a 
strong driver. The next chart shows the percentage of respondents rating each feature a 6 or 7, or a driver. 

The more highly publicized threats there are, the more data center security buyers shift their mindset away from 
performance and architectural concerns and toward the meat of the problem: stopping damaging breaches. 
Respondents want solutions that are plugged into real-time threat intelligence to shorten their exposure to 
damaging threats, which is difficult to do at data center speeds. Data center security solution vendors need to 
make sure to message about threat intelligence and connectivity to it; add that message alongside messages 
about overall performance and the move to SDN/NFV as it deserves the same (if not more) weight. 

They also want visibility into encrypted traffic. In the wake of the Snowden disclosures, there has been a massive 
shift on the Internet, with many major sites (Facebook, Google, etc.) switching over to HTTPS overnight and 
encrypting all traffic. Though this is potentially good for personal freedom, it’s a nightmare for security 
enforcement. There are a range of options for dealing with encrypted traffic, from adding SSL cards to existing 
appliances to putting an overall SSL inspection infrastructure in place, and buyers are demanding SSL inspection 
solutions that will work in the data center. 
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Exhibit 1 New Data Center Security Solution Purchase Drivers 
n=137 

 

 

Though there has been significant discussion of DDoS attacks aimed at just about everyone (with data centers 
bearing the brunt), protection against new DDoS attacks isn’t at the very top of the list though it’s very likely that 
the increasing throughput and sustained nature of many current DDoS attacks are forcing performance upgrades 
to existing DDoS protection systems. 
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DATA CENTER SECURITY DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES 

When security architects look to solve the data center security problem, they have a long list of technology and 
business requirements to satisfy, but their product choices tend to settle into 3 basic groups regardless of whether 
enterprises are buying for a more traditional data center, a data center where some of the server and storage has 
been virtualized, or a fully virtualized data center on its way to a full SDN implementation. 

Large high performance appliances (firewalls, IPS, DDoS, etc.) are still required to protect data center 
infrastructure from attack. The applications and protocols these devices protect continue to evolve, and 
performance requirements continue to increase unabated. In some cases, high performance appliances can be 
virtualization-aware and capable of directing traffic to and from VMs and in the future will even work with SDNs 
and data center orchestration platforms. 

After the big iron comes protection of servers at the hypervisor level. Here we see familiar names (like 
Juniper, Check Point, Cisco, Symantec, McAfee, and Trend Micro) and new ones (the virtualization platform 
vendors themselves, VMware being the most aggressive, and specialized vendors like Catbird). The exact 
security functions of these products vary, and the extent to which they communicate with other security elements 
varies as well, but most agree it's a requirement to have something that can interact with the hypervisor and 
protect multiple virtual machines. Over time, these platforms will build in support for SDN and data center 
orchestration as well. 

Finally, there’s protection of individual server instances. Here we’re back to traditional security software 
vendors (like Symantec, McAfee, and Trend Micro) offering products with a variety of functions from AV to 
encryption and file integrity management. There is major partnership potential between the appliance and 
hypervisor players and the companies offering protection of individual servers. 
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We asked respondents about their basic strategy for deploying security in the data center, and they clearly favor a 
multi-layered approach, with many respondents already deploying a mix of hardware appliances and virtual 
appliances. More than half deploy server-level security software per-VM despite the fact that this is the most 
expensive and most difficult to manage data center security deployment model. It’s interesting to note that many 
respondents expect to decrease their use of hardware appliances in the data center 2 years out; this is part of a 
larger shift toward virtualized infrastructure, with forward-thinking buyers clearly expecting cloud-delivered 
solutions to impact their architecture. 

Exhibit 2 Security Solutions Deployed in the Data Center 
n=137, 137  
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Next, we asked respondents with which hypervisor platforms their virtual security appliance solutions need to be 
compatible. For now, the battle is tight a 3 horse race in the enterprise data center between VMware (vCenter), 
Citrix (XenServer), and Microsoft (HyperV), though KVM isn’t far behind VMware for now. Microsoft has the lead 
for now, with many companies trialing HyperV and even dabbling in Azure cloud services and many service 
providers reporting anecdotally that Microsoft is doing excellent technical work to make HyperV the product of 
choice in a hosting environment. We’re very early in the market for virtual security solutions, and there’s really no 
reason to declare a winner here; the truth is most virtual appliances will need to be compatible with all major 
hypervisor platforms. 

Once server virtualization is widespread, most enterprise data center operators start investigating SDN. There’s 
significant discussion about SDN in the carrier data center world, but realistically we’re still very early in the 
deployment cycle for SDN in the enterprise. We asked respondents which SDN controllers they were currently 
evaluating, and there was healthy response for a variety of platforms including Cisco, VMware, IBM, and HP. In 
truth, the controller war may or may not impact the war for security technology underneath as most of the 
controllers will interface with any and all security vendors’ products, but there are implications. A data center 
operator who chooses Juniper Contrail is very likely to deploy Juniper vSRX virtual appliances as their first step, 
even if long term they can choose any security vendors for their services. Selection of controller vendors may be 
an indicator of early market success for virtualized security products. 

Exhibit 3 SDN Controller Platforms Under Evaluation 
n=137 
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Finally, we asked respondents which security technologies they planned to deploy using virtual appliances by the 
end of 2015. The top 4 are a mix of core network (firewall and IPS) and application/content (web security gateway 
and WAF) products. Conventional wisdom has said that companies will likely deploy higher-layer technologies 
(like SWG and WAF) in virtual appliance format because the applications themselves are already running on 
virtualized infrastructure. As companies deploy SDN and have the capability to quickly spin up a new web site or 
application on off-premises cloud infrastructure, the idea of allowing an administrator (or even app developer) to 
check a box and deploy a WAF in front of it (on the same instance even) is incredibly compelling, and there are 
already a fairly wide range of commercial offerings in this space. 

PERFORMANCE 

As mentioned earlier, many data center network upgrades have happened in the last 2 years, and more are 
coming. It is not uncommon to see 10G, 40G, and now 100G switch ports in the data center; demand for 100G-
capable security gear is right around the bend. Clearly, interface upgrades on security appliances are happening 
in a big way in 2015; 75% of respondents indicated in the drivers question that upgrading security appliances to 
gain access to high-speed network interfaces is a key purchase driver. So we asked respondents to indicate their 
current maximum interface requirement for security appliances in the data center and what they expect it to be in 
2017. It’s important to note that even though a respondent considers an interface to be a requirement, that 
interface isn't necessarily supported by their current gear. 

The unavoidable trend is toward higher speeds. We added 25G ports to this list this year even though their 
availability today is none. 65% of respondents indicate they already have a need for 25G/40G ports on security 
gear now, and 50% say they’ll need 100G interfaces by 2017. Security product manufacturers are scrambling to 
meet port speed requirements; there’s a fairly long list of products that offer 10G interfaces though it’s difficult to 
get terribly high density (more than 10 ports), and though there are more 40G ports shipping now than there were 
a year ago, customers can’t assume they can get 40G ports on the device of choice from their incumbent vendor, 
so port speeds become a catalyst for vendor change. 25G will likely become a very popular choice in data centers 
once the ports actually start shipping later in 2015, so security products manufactures should be lining up 25G 
and 100G port plans today. 
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Exhibit 4 Maximum Interface Speed Requirements 
n=137, 137 
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Exhibit 5 Maximum Throughput Requirement 
n=137 
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The final performance metric we asked respondents about was connections per second; in the drivers question 
above we already identified this as a key driver for new purchases, so the question is, how many max 
connections do security solutions in the data need to support? Only 1% of respondents are looking for solutions in 
the <50K range, and the most respondents are split between 250-499K (31%) and 500-999K (31%). For many 
data centers, max connection performance requirements have increased significantly in the last 3 years, with 
buyers looking for new solutions that support anywhere from 3x to 10x their existing security devices. 

Exhibit 6 Maximum Connections per Second 
n=137 
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BOTTOM LINE 

The battle for data center security domination is raging in 2015, particularly at the high end of the appliance 
market. 2014 brought major market share changes (excellent performance for Palo Alto and Fortinet), and this will 
continue in 2015, as customers may have to change vendors to get the throughput, interfaces, connection 
performance, and detection and mitigation technologies they need. The somewhat isolated market for virtual 
appliances and virtualization-aware security solutions is merging with the emergence of SDNs in the data center 
and the need over the next 2 years for security solutions that are SDN-compatible. 

Though large vendors with significant mainstream brand awareness have a head start, buyers will look for 
innovative solutions and use smaller vendors if: 

● Alternate vendors have the interfaces and performance (connection and throughput) they require today; 
buyers will jump ship in 2015 if they believe security infrastructure will hamstring their high performance 
data center—having 25G on the roadmap will be important 

● Performance increases don’t come at the expense of security efficacy and management/policy tools; 
accessing real-time threat data tops the list of new investment drivers 

● Solutions are cost competitive today and offer an attractive upgrade path, including the ability to increase 
performance via software and/or hardware upgrades and add new protection mechanisms 

● Alternate vendors have a compelling roadmap for virtualization and SDN with concrete plans for products 
in mid/late 2015 and have something available today to show as a proof of concept with a variety of 
hypervisor and SDN controller platforms 
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